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An Alternative Proof of a Limit Theorem for 
the P61ya-Lundberg Process 

By D. Pfeifer 

Abstract 

For the jump time sequence {Xn; n~O} of a P6lya-Lundberg process it is 
shown that nlXn is asymptotically gamma-distributed, the limiting distribu
tion being related to the unconditional risk distribution of the process. A 
statistical inference problem arising from this fact is also discussed. 

1. Introduction 

We consider a P6lya-Lundberg process {N(t)~ t~O} with intensities 

_ l+an >-An(t)-A--, n,L.-O (a,A>O). 
l+aAt 

(1) 

This kind of process has in detail been studied by Lundberg (1940) who also 
investigated applications to insurance problems. 

As has recently been shown by the author, the process {N(t)~ t~O} can 
equivalently be described by the jump times 

Xn=sup{t~O;N(t)=n}, n~O (2) 

which actually form a Markov chain (Me) with transition probabilities 

(3) 

and initial distribution Fo where 

Fn(tl = I-exp {J.' A.(Sj ds } = 1-(1 +aAtj-Cn+lla), n, t ~ O. (4) 

It is the purpose of this paper to show that Tn:=nIXn is asymptotically 
gamma-distributed for n~ 00 with a limiting density of the form 

fl.t) = 1 t lla- I e-(tla}..), t> O. 

(aA)lIa r( ! ) (5) 

Note that for A= 1, this coincides with the unconditional risk distribution of 
{N(t); t~O}. This result is also implicit in the work of Lundberg (1940), but 
has not been stated in the above form. 
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2. The Limit Theorem 

Let fn(t)=F~(t)=A(an+ 1) (1 +aAt)-(n+I+lIa), t>O, n~O, denote the density 

function corresponding to Fn. By the Me-property of {Xn; n~O}, a density 
hn for (Xo, ... , Xn) is given by 

n-I fitk) 
hn(to, ... , tn) = IT fn(tn)' to < ... < tn' 

k=O 1-Fk+l(tk) 
(6) 

In our case, 
n 

hn(to, ... , tn) = An+1 IT (ak+ 1) (1 +aAtnr(n+I+l/a), 0 < to < ... < tn' (7) 
k=1 

The density gn of Xn can now easily be obtained by integration, giving 

n 

gn(t) = -S-An+1 IT (ak+ 1) (1 +aAt)-(n+l+l/a), t> O. 
n. k=1 

(8) 

Note that (8) is similar to the frequency function of a P6lya-distribution 
(Lundberg, 1940, (13». 

The density of Tn now is 

~ gn(!!.) = I ( ) (lIa-1 r(~+l+l/a) (1++)-<n+I+lIu), t>O. (9) 
r t (aA)lIa r ! n ar(n+ 1) aJl.n 

A passage to the limit shows that 

lim!!. gn(!!.) = fit), t> 0, 
II-+X f2 t 

(10) 

hence we have proved the following limit law: 

Theorem. Under the assumptions made above, Tn24 T for n~oo where Tis 
following a gamma-distribution given by (5). 

As can easily be seen by the densities (7) and (8), (1 + lin) Tn is the 
maximum-likelihood-estimate for )." and Tn is a minimal sufficient and 
complete unbiased estimate for )." hence among all unbiased estimates for )., 
depending on X o, ""Xm Tn has minimum variance V(Tn)=).,2(1+an)/(n-1). 
However, by the Theorem, Tn is not consistent for n~ 00, hence there is no 
suitable estimation of A from the observation of a single process. 

For a convenient estimation of A from several independent processes see 
Lundberg (1940), p. 137. 
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